
TRIP ADVISOR REVIEWS 

 
Anne M 
Kent, United Kingdom 

A Picturesque Stay 

 Left on Oct 15, 2016 for a stay in Oct 2016 
We were made very welcome.Welsh cakes, coffee and tea provided. Not easy to find with post 
code only. Wold be good to gI've road name. The scenery was beautiful and the 
accommodation good. Pubs, post office. Don't take a big care - roads are narrow... 
This review is the subjective opinion of a TripAdvisor member and not of TripAdvisor LLC. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
 
Shan J 
Lampeter, United Kingdom 

Cosy and comfortable 

 Left on Aug 8, 2016 for a stay in Aug 2016 
Stayed here first week in August in order to visit the Eisteddfod in Abergavenny - and loved it! 
It's cosy, convenient and very comfortable, with 2 recliners & a sofa to relax upon after a busy 
day of walking & exploring the area. There are lovely walks, towns & attractions to visit - 
whatever the weather. Tretwr (Tretower) & Abergavenny's church and tithe barn are highly 
recommended. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
 

Laura G 

Annexe 

 Left on Feb 23, 2016 for a stay in Feb 2016 
Loved staying at the annexe. We were warmly welcomed and the annexed contained 
everything we needed to have a lovely, relaxed long weekend. The owners even left milk on 
the fridge for us, which was much appreciated! The annexed was warm and even though the 
weather wasn't great we still got out on some nice walks and the coach and horse pub 
provided some great food. Would go again . 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
 

1721el 
Norwich, United Kingdom 

Ideal - homely & well equipped 

 Left on Aug 12, 2015 for a stay in Aug 2015 
1 people found this review helpful 
We stayed for just 2 nights for the Brecon Jazz festival & were impressed. Des & Joan were 
very helpful, there if you needed them, but did not encroach on your space. The 
accommodation was ideal - living room, kitchen, shower room & double bedroom. All 
immaculately clean, tidy & well equipped. The double bed was very soft & not comfortable for 
us, but that may be personal preference & is the only negative. We would definitely 
recommend a stay here. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
 
 

 



Jonathan L 

Perfect location for Usk valley, neat comfortable spic and span 
accommodation, friendly warm welcome and support 

 Left on Jul 20, 2015 for a stay in Jul 2015 
Stayed for a long weekend wanting to walk and relax and this couldn't have suited better. 
Neat, well decorated, spotless sitting room, bedroom, kitchenette and shower. Very warm 
welcome from Joan and Des who were there to support if needed, but left me to myself 
otherwise. The village is lovely, strung out along the river and canal. Two good pubs and a 
very useful post-office/stores. Many opportunities for walking accessible by foot, and central in 
the National Park so perfect for exploring further afield. Would definitely recommend it and 
would like to come back here again. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
 

Philip W 
Taunton, United Kingdom 

A Little Gem 

 Left on Jul 19, 2015 for a stay in Jul 2015 
We loved the warm welcome from our hosts, the clean, comfortable well equipped 
accommodation, the reclining chairs after a day's walking and of course the Welsh cakes! The 
location is excellent with access to mountain, river and canal walks and cycle rides from the 
door, and the pub round the corner was very good. We can't wait to return for a longer stay. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
 

Geordie6629 
Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom 

Enjoyable 

 Left on Jul 23, 2014 for a stay in Jul 2014 
The apartment was clean with everything you could require. Had difficulty in finding the place 
since no post code was originally required. The hosts were very welcoming and kind. Only 
downside was the double be was a bit soft 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
 

Pam M 

Home away from home. 

 Left on Apr 16, 2013 for a stay in Apr 2013 
We stayed here for four nights and felt very comfortable. It is situated in a beautiful spot, with 
many walks of varying degrees of difficulty nearby. Also close to tour anywhere in South 
Wales. The pub close by was very convenient and served great food. The annexe is cosy and 
warm. Des and Joan very friendly and welcoming. With the canal across the road, the whole 
area was scenic and peaceful. 
 


